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'Itle national concern for the safety of America • s drinking 
water supply was renewed in 1 974 by the J:aSsage of the Safe Drinking 
Water Act . '!he concern for water supply source protection had also 
begun especially in rapidly developing areas. 'Itle technology exists 
to treat most contaminated waters but high capital and operating 
costs uslBlly make this prohibitive. Because of these limitations, 
source protection is regarded as a maj or step in protecting a 
present or future water supply fran contamination (1 ) • 'lhus the 
kncwledge of both ground and surface water rnovanent near a present 
or future source of water and the potential of its contamination is 
very important. 
A large groundwater source , kn<:Mn as the Big Sioux Aquifer, 
\ 
exists in eastern South Dakota. 'Ibis aquifer is kncwn for its 
nunerous sand and gravel deposits. For the t:ast twenty years or so, 
gravel mining has occurred in this aquifer near the eastern edge of 
Brookings , South Dakota (see Figure 1 ) .  'Ihese excavations have 
produced a series of pennanent ponds which have sti rred interest as 
to thei r impact on grouncwater qual ity and rnovanent in the area. 
'Ihree recent thesis studies by Kothari (2) , I6smussen (3)  , and 
Perry ( 4) have been canpleted that studied these effects. During 
the sunrner of 1 984 Kothari (2) found that the water qual ity in the 
Everist gravel pit was superior, in sane respects, to that of the 
reM and treated well water supply currently being used by the City 
� . f­. �- . 
!Weffs 
1.. . �- � .. -- - ---- �  
Fi aure 1� Topographic map of the res.earch area southeast of Brookings, 
South Dakota updated to 1984 shovina ponds created by gravel 
excavations near the water treatment plant, landfill and 
municipal golf course . ' 
3 
of Brookings . During 1984 R:tsnussen (3) studied the seasonal 
chanical. variations of groundtiater moving through the Everist gravel 
pit. During the sunmer of 1985 Perry ( 4) studied the influence of 
precipitation and runoff f ran the watershed on groundwater movanent 
and qual ity in the Everist gravel pit. · 
Kothari, Rasnussen, and Perry concluded that the Everist 
gravel pit contained water that was chanically superior to that of 
the cur rent well water supply used by the City of Brookings . '!hey 
also recamnended that a more detailed map of the drainage basin be 
made and the potential contamination of the Everist gravel pit f ran 
runoff originating fran the drainage basin be eval uated. '!he obj ec­
tives undertaken in this thesis were to: 
(A) Accurately define the surface drainage basin that 
prw ides runoff into the pond recharge area. 
(B) Assess the contamination potential of a) industries, b) 
a closed sol id waste dunp, c) a winter cattle feedl ot, 
d) existing se.wers ,  and e) other man-made sources within 
the drainage basin that would adversely affect the 
drinking water qual ity of the water in the gravel pits, 
(C) Detennine the present suitability of the water in the 
L .G. Everist Pond with respect to public drinking water 
standards , 
(D) Assess nitrate mwement f ran the feedlot in that portion 
of the watershed inmediately adjacent to the gravel pit 
ponds , and 
(E) Obtain additional information regarding the recharge 
area and the respo nse to r ainfall an:l runoff. 
4 
LITERA'IURE REVIEW 
'!he Big Sioux .Aquifer 
The Big Sioux Aquifer, located in South Dakota • s eastern 
border counties (see Figure 2) , is made up in part by the Big Sioux 
River , its tributaries, and man;y area lakes . 'nle aquifer is shal­
lcw , unconfined, and provides large quantities of high qual ity 
groundNater for municipal and industrial uses, rural water, and 
i rrigation ( 5) . 
5 
The Big Sioux River basin generally consists of glacial 
drift. '!he glaci al drift being canposed of two p:irts, til l and out­
wash . Till is an unstratif ied and unsorted mixture of material that 
is relatively im�rmeable. Thus, till is not considered an aquifer 
because it does not store or yield large quantities of water. 
Outwash consists of sorted gravel , sand, and coarse silt. It is 
very �rmeable and can store and yield large volunes of water ( 5) . 
'1he Big Sioux .Aquifer covers nearly 1000 &}uare miles and 
the average saturated thickness is 20 feet. '1he aquifer stores an 
estimated 7 million acre-feet or 1 . 8-2 . 5 trillion gallons of water,  
23-50% of . which can be recovered for use (5) . 
'!he general water qual ity of the aquifer is good, although 
select areas do have high levels of i ron, manganese, hardness, and 
nitrates (6). '!his good qual ity water may be due to the high 
recharge characteristics of the aquifer and the short time that the 
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·Figure 2. r.Ocation of the Big Sioux Aquifer. 
1n01es so readily into the aquifer, it is quite susceptible to 
degradation (5) . 
Drainage Basin Characteristics 
7 
Many factors within a drainage basin �feet the quantity and 
quality of runoff produced in the basin. Sane of these factors in­
clude precipitation type ,  rainfall intensity, duration, and dis­
tribution; storm direction; antecedent precipitation; initial soil 
moisture conditions; soil type ; evaporation; transpiration ; and the 
size, shape, slope, elevation, di rectional orientation, and land use 
characteristics of the drainage area. Tbpography, a natural char­
acteristic, will affect the location and slope of the drainage chanr 
nels while soil characteristics will affect the infiltration 
ca};aci ty and the ability of the underlying materials to hold or 
store water (7)  • 
Otanges in the runoff process in urbanizing areas are due to 
two main factors.  '!he first factor is the covering of tarts of the 
drainage basin with imperv ious surfaces: roofs, streets, sidewalks , 
and };arking lots. 'Ibis reduces the inf iltration capacity of those 
areas to nearly zero. The imperv ious surfaces are where many kinds 
of l,X>llutants will settle and accunulate due to the activities 
present and be washed CMay during times of precipitation. The 
second factor is the increased hydraulic conveyance of the flew 
channels. In urbanizing areas gutters, storm sewers, and drains are 
installed. Natural channels are straightened, lined, and deepened. 
'lbese systans will often lead to increased runoff velocity ,  vol ume , 
and peak flow rates. 'Ihese increased flow rates often lead to 
higher transport of suspended ·sol ids and pollutants ( 8) • · 
It has been found that as runoff in an urtan area increases 
as a result of developnent, more contaminant� are transported to­
surface waters.  '!he volume of runoff fran urtan developnent is re­
lated to �s of land uses . More rainfall will run off cartirercial 
and industrial land than off residential land.  Even though exten­
sive studies have detennined the different �s of pollutants that 
will be produced by different land uses within a watershed, it is 
still difficult to determine the types and amounts of pollutants 
that will be produced in any p:trticular watershed (1) • 
Watershed Management - Factors Influencing Water Quality 
8 
Watershed management practices were devised to reduce the 
nl.ITlber of pollutants in the watershed runoff before the.y reach the 
water supply and treatment plant. Land use activities within a 
drainage basin that drains to the local water supply may introduce 
many types of IX>llutants into the water supply. 'lhree maj or sources 
of pollutants that may be introduced into the water supply fran 
runoff in the watershed are: A) danestic and industrial wastewater ;  
B )  stormwater runoff; and C )  accidents. Ikmestic and industrial 
wastewater are known as point sources of pollution while stor.mwater 
runoff and accidents are nonpoint sources {1) . 
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Stornwater runoff and accidents are the main concem in the 
watershe:i currently be ing studied. Stornwater runoff may include 
many types of contaminants such as microbiolog ical life , sed i.ne nts, 
organic ani inorgan ic solutes , and rcd ioactiv ity. Accidental spills 
may contribu te any ntnnber of contam:inants. Highway s ,  railroads , and 
�ustr ial or commercial sites are � ical locati ons for spills to 
occur. Accidental spills are an increas ing threat to the qual ity of 
surface runoff with in  a drainage bas in as greater volumes of hazard­
ou s  mater ials are be ing transported by rail or truck and harxiled by 
industr ies ( 1) • 
Rural and urban land uses may contr ibute a large aroount of 
nonpo int pollution with in  a watershed. In rural land uses, sed i­
me nts, pesticides , arxi microbiolog ical contam:ination fran cultivated 
land , forests, and l ivestock operations may pose ser ious wate r  
qual ity problems to a water supply source. Contr ibu tors of pol­
lutants fran urban areas include motor veh icles , construct ion ac­
tiv ities , sewage treatment �stems ,  and recreational , residential , 
commercial , and industr ial land uses and assoc iated activ ities (1). 
Street run off has been found to carry susperxied and settle­
able sol ids - pr imar ily inorganic in nature - accompan ied by organic 
matter , algae. , nutr ients , col iform bacter ia, heavy metals , and pes­
ticides. It has been found in recent studies that a positive 
relationsh ip between the amount of lead , z inc ,  and copper in the 
runoff fran a w atershed and the amount of traffic and percen t  of 
lQ 
iuperv ious cover within the drainage basin does occur. Construct ion 
ac t iv ities may contribu te large amoun ts of sed imen t  to the runof f if 
care is not taken to l imit the amoun t or velocity of the runof f 
through the constru ct ion area. Sep tic tank s ,  sewers , and pipel ine 
leakages may also cause a number of problems (1) • 
If water sources are to be protected from pollution, both 
water systems am "pr ivate property owner s must take step s  to d is­
cover and el iminate potential sources of water pollution with in  the 
irmre:i iate watershe:i. 
Nitrogen - Nitrates 
Nitrogen is an abt..tOO ant element existing on earth .that is 
needed by plants arx:l animal s  al ike to s� ive. Man and animals c an­
not use nitrogen directly fran the atmosphere or fran inorganic com­
pounds to proouce the proteins they r� ire so they deperxl upon 
plants , or animal s  that feed on plants , to provide that protein (9) • 
Nitrogen may be removed fran the atmosphere by electr ical 
discharges or nitrogen-f ixing bacter ia and algae. It is then con­
verted to its aqueou s forms , mainly amnonia (NH3) or the amncniurn 
ion (NH4+) , the nitr ite ion (N02-) , ani the nitrate ion (N03-) • '!he 
nitrate ion is the most comnon form of nitrogen in the aqueou s 
state. 'lbese forms of nitrogen, w ith the exception of nitr ite , are 
.recd ily av ailable and enter into mos� g;owth processes (10) • 
All nitrogen compound s taken w ithin the bcxiy of man and 
animal s  are not used. Sane are released in their was te proouct s. 
11 
Urea is the main form of nitrogen in urine which is quickly 
hydrolyzed to anunonium carbonate. Organic nitrogen within the feces 
is converted mainly to ammonia. Arranonia may also be released by 
fertilizers appl ied to crops ( 9) . 
Ammonia released fran the urea and feces of man and animals, 
and by fertil izers may be used directly by plants. to produce plant 
protein. If more ammonia is present than requi red by the plants, 
the excess is oxidized by nitrifying bacteria. 'Ihese bacteria con­
/ 
vert ammonia, mder aerobic conditions, to nitrites and then to 
nitrates. '!he excess nitrates are then carried away by water per-
colating through the soil . 'lbese excess nitrates f requently cause 
high concentrations to accumulate in the groundwater as the soil 
does not have the ability to hold the nitrate ion (9) . 
The maj or health hazard f rom ingesting nitrates in large 
quanti ties is infant methanoglobinania. Nitrate can be reduced to 
nitrite in -the intestine of an infant and absorbed into the blocxl 
oxidiz ing the iron of hemoglobin. This reaction interferes with the 
oxygen transfer and causes the individual to suffocate. For this 
reason, the Envirorrnental Protection Agenc.y (EPA) has set a maximum 
contaminant level of 10 mg/1 of nitrate-nitrogen in the primary 
drinking water standards. Infants up to 3 months of age are most 
susceptible to this condition, while adults are capable of consuning 
large quantities with no adverse effects ( 7 ) .  
12 
Previous Thesis Studies 
·To date three theses have been canpleted that have studied 
the effect that the Everist. gravel pit has on the qual ity. of 
groundwater in the area and how it affects the movement of water 
through the area. '!he follcwing is a sutunary of each of those 
studies and what they concluded. 
Nilaksh Kothari ( 2) , in the sumner and fall of 1984 , studied 
the effects of gravel excavations on groundwater rnooanent and 
qual ity in the Everist gravel pit area. In his investigation 
Kotbari found that, except after pe riods of heavy rainfall and 
runoff, groundwater mooed to the southeast through the gravel pits. 
He concluded that the present gravel excavations do alter the move­
ment of groundwater through the area. He also found that 
groundwater levels in three observation wells northeast and 
southeast of the gravel pits show similar seasonal fluctuations 
which reflect the balance between recharge and discharge for the 
drainage area. 
Kothari also collected water samples fran the Everist gravel 
pit and had than analyzed for total hardness, alkal inity, iron, man­
ganese, and pH. He comp:tred these analyses results to that of the 
present Brookings rat� and treated water supply and found that the 
Everist gravel pit contained water that was chanically superior to 
that of the current water supply used by the City of Brookings . 
13 
Jim Rasnussen (3)  , in 1984 , studied the seasonal effect of 
large-scale gravel excavations on groundwater qual i� in the Everist 
gravel pit area. Fasnussen collected samples fran two locations 
within the Everist· gravel pit,  four shallow wells upstream of the 
Everist gravel pit, and two wells downstream of the Everist gravel 
pit on four different dates during the year to.establish the 
seasonal changes in the chanica! qual i� of water in the Everist 
gravel pit. Tests for al kalinity, J;ti, calciun and magnesiun hard-
ness, iron, manganese , and total filterable residue were performed. 
Fran the collected data, it was concluded that the Everist gravel 
pit contained water of superior quali� to that of the pre�ent well 
water supply used by the City of Brookings . Under winter ice condi­
tions the pond water showed a sl ight degradation in qual ity for most 
parameters. '!he degradation in qual ity was attributed to the ice 
cover, preventing the pond water f ran becaning aerated. 
RaSmussen also estimated the sav ings incur red by the use of 
the Everist gravel pit water. He shCMed that the city could save up 
to $19, 000 per year in chemical costs at the Brookings east water 
treatment plant. He also mentioned that if the Everist gravel pit 
was used as a supplanental source of water, the savings in chanica! 
costs would be on a percent basis ,  depending on the percent of 
E.Verist• s pond water used. Savings to Brookings residents were al so 
discussed. Savings in salt, water ,  soap, and sewer bills were 
HILTON M. BRlGGS UBRARY 
South Dakota State University 
Bro'*ings. SD 57007-1098 
mentioned. Estimated savings in salt costs to the residents of 
BrookingS were estimated at approximately $46 ,000 per year. 
14 
Mark Perry ( 4) , in the sumner of 1985 , studied the effects 
of large-scale graVel excavations, precipitation, and runoff on 
groundwater movanent and qual ity in the EVerist gravel pit area. In 
his investigation, Perry found that runoff fran the drainage area 
collected in ·the infiltration basin, and railroad and roadside 
ditches and moved by· groundwater flow through the gravel pits. He 
found that the gravel pits tend to store runoff for a length of time 
after the initial rainfall and r unoff period. 
Perry also analyzed the qual ity of water in and around the 
Everist gravel pit and canpared it to the water qual ity of the 
present Brookings water suppiy wells. He found that the water 
qual ity in the Everist gravel pit was superior , in most res�cts, to 
the water now being used by the City of Brookings . This good. 
quality water was attributed to runoff fran the drainage basin fil-
tering into the gravel pit f ran the infiltration basin and nearby 
railroad and roadside ditches. 
-
Perry also estimated the possible savings that could be made 
in chemical costs to the Brookings util ities and to home owners by 
less f requent use and regeneration of their home water softeners . 
Savings in salt costs to the residents of Brookings were estimated 
at $62 , 580 per year. Savings of $6 , 270  per year for water use 
charges and $11,180 per year for wastewater charges were also 
15 
calculated . Savings in soap cons� tion and corrosion control were 
also mentioned bu t  not estimated . 
16 
EXPERIMENTAL APPR01CB 
Saupl ing Me thod s  
For this. investi gati on,  water sanp les were collected on a 
weekly basis fran two locati ons w ith in  the Ever ist gravel pi t,  well 
3 ,  arx:i well 6 for the de termination of nitrate s. Samples were col­
lected from the northeast and southeast corners of the Ever ist 
gravel pit by placing a well-r insed 250 ml. glass sanple bottle in a 
holding dev ice at the erxi of a si x foot pole and sul::me rg ing the bot­
tle approximately six inches below the water surface. '!be sanp le 
was then transferred to a plasti c sanple bottle contain ing a preser­
vative. '!be water sanp les fran the wells were collected by inser t­
ing a hose into the well which was connected to a plunger type hand 
pUITp. '!be well was purrped for two or three m inutes , then allowed to 
ref ill. '!he well was pumped aga in  to ob tain the sanp le in a well­
r insed 250 ml.. glass sanple bottle. '!be samp le was then transfe;-red 
to a plastic sanple bottle which contained a preservative. '!be 
nitrate sanple bottles containing ·a preservati ve were supplied by 
the Sou th Dakota Health Department Labor a tory. All �amples were 
sent to the South Dakota Heal th  Department Laboratory , Pierre, South 
Dakota. 
Water sanples were collected on three occas ions fran the 
Everist gravel pit for the purpose of fecal � total c ol iform 
analyses. 'lbese samples were collected fran three d ifferent 
17 
locations within the Ever ist gravel pit : the northeast comer, the 
northwest corner, and the sou theast corner . 
The col iform sanples were collec ted fran the Ever ist gr avel 
pit in the same manner as the nitrate sa:aples but no pr eservatives 
were present in the plastic sanple bottle.  care was taken not to 
c ontaminate the scmple or the sample bottle. Sample bottles were 
obt ained fran and the samples analyzed by the Sou th Dakota Heal th 
Department Laboratory, Pierre, South Dakota. 
Water sanples were obtained fran the southeas t comer of the 
Ever ist gravel pit on June 18, 1986 t o  be analyzed for co:mm:>n ions, 
trcce metals, pesticides, arxi gross alpha rcdi at ion. '!be sarcples 
were collected by holding several one gallon plastic sarrpll.ng bot-
tles si x inches below the water surface . 'lbey were then transpor ted 
to the Sanitary Eng ineer ing Labor a tory, Crothers Engineering Hall, 
South Dakota State University where a portion of the sanple was f il-
. 
tered us ing a Watman 934-AH glass microfibre f ilter . A por tion of 
the s�le was sent to the South Dakota Health Department Laboratory 
for the colllJOOn ion, trace metal, arxi gross alpha rcd iation analyses 
while the other portion was sent to the S tation Biochanis try 
Section, Animal Sc ierx:e Complex, South Dakota S tate U niversity for 
the pesticide analysis .  
· A leachate sanple was collec ted fran a shallow well near the 
old lamf ill within the drain age basin to evaluate the po ten tial of 
groundwater passing through the landf ill contaminating the water in 
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the Everist gravel pit.  A shall Cltl  wel l was dug near the southeast 
corner of the old landfill and a sample taken • . '!he sample was 
obtained by applying a vacuun to a pottle and hose apiaratus at the 
sani tacy Engineering Laboratory ,  Crothers Engineering Hall, South 
�kota State University. '!his apiaratus was then transferred to the 
well site and the sample taken by placing the hose into the well and 
releasing the vacuun. '!he sample was then transferred to several 
small one-half gallon plastic containers and ship�d to the South 
Dakota Health Department Laboratory, Pierre, SOuth Dakota to be 
analyzed for camoon ions and trace metals. '!he sample bottles were 
provided by the South Dakota Health Deparbnent Laboratory. 
Contamination Potential 
'!he potential contamination of the Everist gravel pit by 
sources within the drainage basin was evaluated by determining these 
sources and evaluating thei r possible impact on the qual ity of 
rtmoff fran the drainage basin. A leachate sample was collected 
f ran the old landfill, analyzed for canrnon ions and trace metals,  
and canpared to the primary and secondary drinking water standards . 
Samples were collected f ran well 3 ,  well 6 ,  and two locations in the 
Everist gravel pit and analyzed for nitrates for a twelve week 
period to determine if the cattle feedlot had an effect on the 
quality of water in the gravel pits. Existing and proposed sewers 
within the drainage basin were located with res�ct to the Everist 
gravel pit and their possible impact on the qual ity of water in the 
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gravel pit evaluated. Man • s existing activities within the drainage 
basin were evaluated to determine thei r potential imtact on the 
qual ity of water within the gravel pit.  All industries within the 
drainage basin were evaluated by stating what the canp:iny manufac­
tured and the �s of hazardous materials used. 
Local ordinances pertinent to the drainage ar� were 
evaluated on their effectiveness of protecting the Big Sioux Aquifer 
and the Everist gravel pit fran potential contamination by man-made 
sources within the drainage basin. Future land use maps were al so 
studied to detennine if future grCMth of the city within the 
drainage basin area would have an i.nq:act on the q� ity of water in 
the Everist gravel pit. 
. . 
'!be extent of the drainage basin that contributes runoff to 
the infiltration basin north of the Everist gravel pit was deter-
mined by observing runoff events that occur red on the eastern edge 
of Brookings . FlCM tatterns and land contours were studied to 
detennine the outer boundaries of the drainage basin during the 
spring and sunmer of 1986 . '!he. outer boundary of the drainage basin 
and the fla-� patterns within were then transferred to an aerial 
photograph of the area to be studied. 
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PRESENTATION AND DISOJSSION OF DATA 
Drainage Basin Stuqy 
During the spring and sumner of 1986 several runoff events, 
storms or melting sn<:M producing runoff,  were witnessed and studied 
to determine the area that contributed runoff to the inf iltration 
basin located north of the Everist gravel pit. Figure 3 is an 
aerial photograph of eastern B rookings illustrating the observed 
drainage l:asin. '!he bold blue l ine in the f igure borders the ap­
proximate area that contributed runoff to the infiltration basin. 
'nle drainage basin was estimated to cover approximately 420 acres 
with over two thirds of this area currently occupied by businesses, 
residences, and industries. The other approximate one third of the 
area is farmland. 
Of maj or concern is the potential of man-made pollution 
originating f ran the drainage J:asin, especial ly fran the industries 
located there in, reaching the Everist gravel pit and contaminating 
the water. Industries that are presently located within the 
drainage l:asin are the Coast to Coast Warehouse, Medko Inc. , '!Win 
City Fan and Blcwer, Larson Manufacturing Co .  , Prest Fquipnent Co. , 
and Rapid Ways Truck Leasing. It should be noted that the large 3-M 
employee J;Brking lot located north of the 3-M plant, is also located 
within the drainage basin. 
Runoff that occurs on any drainage area is a function of 
cl imate and the physical characteristics of the area (7) . Because 
Figure 3. East Brookings area that contributes runoff to the 
area north of the Everist gravel pit. 
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most of the drainage basin is devel o�d, large areas �f paved and 
roofed stirfaces exist which produce large volunes of runoff dur ing 
the spring snow melt and short intense sumner storms. It is es­
timated that approximately sixty acres of the drainage basin was 
covered by roofed or p:ived areas which will yield large volunes of 
runoff. 
Figure 3 also shows the maj or runoff collection ditches 
within the drainage basin. '!hey are shown by the dotted blue l ines 
in the figure. All runoff collected west of Interstate 29 tassses 
under the interstate through culverts in three different locations. 
The northern-most culvert carries the maj ority of the runof� collec­
ted, es�cially from the northwest sections of the drainage basin. 
Most of the runoff will collect in the roadside and railroad ditches 
near the inf iltration basin and either proceed to the infiltration 
basin or infiltrate into the ground. It was noted that runoff does 
not directly enter the Everist gravel pit f rom the drainage basin 
but infiltrates into it by groundwater flow fran the infiltration 
basin and areas north of the gravel pit .  
Nearly al l  of the rlmoff collected in the drainage basin is 
transported in gutters or drainage ditches. '!be only underground 
stormwater conveyance systems that exist are located on 22nd AventE 
near the residential areas, under the interstate, and along Sunrise 
Ridge Road, just east of the old landfill site. 
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It should be noted that al l  storms do not produce enough 
runOff to· reach the inf iltration basin. Many times runoff has been 
observed in the upper portions of the drainage basin but does not 
reach the infiltration basin itself. Topography affects the amount· 
and velocity of flew in a drainage basin. ·A steep watershed wil l 
usually indicate a rapid rate of flew while a relatively flat area 
will. indicate a slcwer rate of flew ( 7) . Also, generally the faster 
the flew rate the lcwer the infiltration rate and vice versa. 
'lbpography west and j ust east of Interstate 29 is generally hilly 
while the ranainder of the drainage basin is flat. As the flCM rate 
of the runoff decreases east of Interstate 29 ,  greater infiltration 
I 
rates wil l  occur thus decreasing the amount of runoff reaching the 
infiltration basin. 
Another reason that runoff sanetimes does not reach the in-
filtration basin is that the Big Sioux Aquifer boundary is l ocated 
j ust east of- Interstate 29 .  Papid inf iltration rates occur ooer the 
Big Sioux Aquifer because the soil is very shallow. Local soil logs 
reveal that the average soil depth above the sand and gravel aquifer 
is  only 1 foot ( 11)" • '!he canbined sl cw flCM and shallow soils thus 
�rmit the rapid infiltration of the runof f. 
As with all caranunities, change is unavoidable within the 
drainage basin. As new industries,  businesses, and residences are 
built and the land around than lands�Ped to canplirnent these 
structures, the flCM p3.ttems within the basin will change. The 
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extent of the change depems on the location, size, and landscaping 
of each new structure. All changes or additions made within the 
drainage tasin should be revi�ed by the pro�r authorities so that 
no harmful effects are made to the qual ity or quantity of the runoff 
produced within the drainage basin. 
Response of the Recharge Area to Rainfall and Runoff 
'!he response of the Everist gravel pit area to rainfall and 
runoff was studied by �riodically measuring the water table eleva-
tions in a series of wells and ponds in the gravel pit area during 
the sumner of 1986. Eight ponds and six wells in the gravel pit 
area. were used in this investigation. '!he location of the ponds and 
wells measured are shGTn in Figure 4. 
'!he water table elevations were .measured by placing a staff 
gage, consisting of a two-by-three post eight feet in length with 
measuranent divisions on one side, in each of the eight ponds. '!he · 
-
water table elevations in the ponds were obtained by reading the 
rneasuranent division at the water level on the staff gage and sub-
tracting this result fran the zero marker elevation. '!he zero 
marker elevation of the staff gages were obtained by surveying. 
'!he water table elevations in the wells were obtained by in­
serting a wooden rod, with rneasuranent divisions, into the well down 
to the water table. '!Wo wires connected to an anuneter were strung 
on each side of the rod. A reading on the rod was taken when a 
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elevations were then obtained by subtracting the measurement 
division recorded from the rod and the zero marker elevation. The 
zero marker elevation of the wells were obtained from the thesis 
work of Mark Perry (4) . 
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Water table elevations were recorded pe-riodically fran July 
14 to October 20 , 1986 and were measured more frequently after rains 
produced runoff that reached the infiltration basin. Appendix A 
shows all of the water table elevations recorded during the summer 
of 1986 for each of the ponds and wells during the investigation. 
Short intense storms occur red frequently during the months 
of July, August, and September in 1986 . Man;y of these storms 
produced runoff in the upper portions of the drainage basin that 
never reached the infiltration basin (pond 2-1) . One exception was 
a 4 . 11 inch rain that fell on Septanber 17 , 1986 . '!he rainfall data 
was obtained fran the South Dakota State University Weather Research 
Center, Brookings , South Dakota. Appeooix B shows the daily 
precipitation totals recorded for Brookings , South Dakota f ram July 
1986 to February. 1987 . 
Figure 5 relates the water table elevation to time for 
selected ponds and wells in the Everist gravel pit area before, 
during, and after the large runoff event of September 17 . '!he wells 
and ponds shown in the figure were selected to show a possible 
relationship between runoff, infiltration, groundwater movement, and 
� ., ., .... -
z 
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Figure 5. Water Table Elevations of Selected Porrls arrl Wells in the Everist 
Gravel Pit Area Re<x>rded Before and After the Large Stonn of 
September 17, 1986. 
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tine within the recharge area. Refer to Figure 4 for the location 
of the poms arxl wells selected . 
Notice the stability of the water table elevations in the 
poms aiX1 well before the large r ainfall on September 17 . Chly 0 .1 2  
inches of precipitation ha:l been received in tf?.e previous ten-day 
span (September 4-13) before a total combined l-inch rain fell on 
September 14 arxi 15 . Thus no grounawater recharge ha:l occurr e:i 
recently in the area aiX1 the groundwater was mov ing in an equi­
libr itnn state. A small aiOOunt of runoff from the drainage basin did 
reach the inf iltration bas in from the combined 1 .0 inch rain that 
fell on September 14 arxi 15 . '!he runoff caused a small rise in the 
water table elevations in all of the poms and wells in the gravel 
pit area. After the 4 .11 inch rainfall on September 17, the water 
table elevations increased rapidly in all of the porxis and wells but 
to more of an extent in the inf iltration bas in and well 3 .  So much 
-
runoff ha:l accurm.llated in the inf iltration basin that it was over-
flowing into a culvert aiX1 flooding the f ield where well 3 was lo-
cated. Che reason the other porxis did not have such a large initial 
increase in their water table elevations af ter the large runoff 
event is that very little direct runoff rea:::hed these porxis or 
wells. It should be noted that access to well 3 was not possible on 
September 17 due to the large amount of standing water around the 
well, therefore no water table elevation data was recorded from the 
well on that date. Measurements d id resume on September 18 for 
well 3. 
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After the large rainfall on September 17 , 1986, water en­
tere:i the Ever ist and Freyberg porxis (excluding porxi 5) only as 
grounawater flow. The water table elevations ip well 3 and the in­
filtration basin (pon:t 2-1) began to recede alrcost imrrediately after 
the large rainfall while the water table elevations in the Nil 
Freyberg pord (pord 3) , the NE Freyberg porxl (pord 4) , and the 
Everist gravel pit (porxi 2)  did not peak until 6 days , 11 days , am 
14 days respectfully after the large rainfall. '!his shows that the 
runoff collecting above the gravel pits was slowly rov ing into tne 
gravel pits by groundwater flow and be ing stora:i. Note that the 
water levels in the Freyberg poms increased sul::stantially compara:i 
to that in the Ever ist gravel pit. This could be due to their 
smaller size or that groundwater moves more freely through the. · 
Freyberg porxis than through the Everist gravel pit. Even though the 
Ever ist gravel pit increased a total of only 1 1/3 feet fran 
Sep tember 17 to Oc tober 2 ( 16 days) , because of its size (38 ceres)  
the Ever ist porxi storsi approximately 16 mi1.110n gallons of high 
quality groundwater. 
An interesting point is the relationship of water levels in 
the Freyberg porxis (porxis 3 am 4) am the Everist gravel pit (porxi 
. 
2) before arxi after the runoff event of September 17. Initially, 
both Freyberg porx:ts were lower in water elevation than the Everist 
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porx:l . After the runoff event, the water levels rose in all three 
poms , rut to a greater extent in the Freyberg porxts than in the 
Ever ist porx:l . '!be change in order of elevation in the Ever ist and 
Freyberg pon:is suggests that rovement of grourxlwater to the Ever ist 
gravel pit fran the NE Freyberg porx:l is inpeded . It is known that 
the northeast edge of the Ever ist gravel pit was f illed with less 
permeable f ill mater ial. .  '!be less permeable f ill mater ial. would 
tem to restr ict the hor izontal mvement of groundWater . Gravel ex­
cavations were thought to have caused changes in growxtwater move­
ment through an area. '!be data collected fran the wells arxi porxis 
before arxi after the large storm proves that they do alter the move­
ment of groun:iwa ter . 
Figures 6 through 10 illustrate . the chang ing groundwater 
elevations and groundwater movement m the Ever 1st gravel pit area 
due to the large rainfall and runof f event of September 17 , 1986 . 
Water table contours were dram fran f ive d ifferent days before, 
dur ing ,  and after the runoff event. They consist of four days 
before the large runoff event (Figure 6) , day of the large runof f 
event (Figure 7) , one week after the large runof f event (Figure 8) , 
three weeks after the large runoff event (Figure 9) , and f ive months 
after the large runoff event (Figure 1 0) • 
Figure 6 illustrates an equil ibr ium corxi ition before the 
large runoff event. Note the general southeasterly flow of the 
grourxiwater through the area. Only 0 .1 2  inches of rain ha:i been 
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received in the previous ten days (September 4 -13) th�s no ground 
water recharge was occurring, causing the groundwater to mooe in 
equilibriun. Also note the highest water table contour elevation of 
1611 . 0  near well 6·. · In Figure 7 ,  day of the large runoff event, the 
effects of the large rainfall are very noticeable in and around the 
area of well 6 ,  well 3 ,  the infiltration basin (pond 2-1) , and the 
soutbiest Freyberg pond (pond 5) • Runoff fran the drainage basin 
and areas north of the gravel pits had accunulated in the infiltra­
tion basin, the railroad and road ditches leading to the infiltra-
-
tion basin, and in the field where wel l 3 was located causing the 
groundwater levels to rise dramatical ly, up to a 4 foot rise in well 
' 
6 and in the infiltration basin. Runoff was also fla.�ing in the 
snail creek between ponds 3 and 4 down to pond 5 causing it to rise . 
It should be noted that in Figure 7 the water table contours near 
pooo 5 ,  pond 4 ,  and pond 3 do not sha.� the exact picture that took 
place. '!he water table contours a round these ponds show no flow in· 
the snail creek. This was not true at the time. Since water table 
el evations were not available in and a round this snail creek,  which 
was running at the time, it was thought best to try and estimate the 
elevation of the ground water table rather than sha.� the water table 
contours running along side the snai l stream. 
· As time went on, the ponds that were filled inunediately with 
runoff (ponds 2 -1 and 5} began to drain by groundwater flON into the 
other ponds . '!his is shown in Figure 8 ,  one week after the large 
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runoff event. Note the decrease of over one foot in the water table 
elevation . in the inf iltration basin, pond 5,  and wells 3 and 6 and 
the sutsequent rise in the water table elevation of the Everist and 
Freyberg ponds (ponds 2 ,  3 , 4 ,  and 4-1) . By this time the water 
table elevation in pond 3 had peaked am was beginning to recede . 
At the same time, water had also nearly ceased running in the snall 
creek leading to pond 5 .  '!his shows that the only water rno.ranent 
through the area was by groundwater flCM .  A steep hydraulic 
gradient still existed between well 6 and the Everist gravel pit 
suggesting that recharge fran the roadside ditches is an important 
source of water for the gravel pits. 
In Figure 9 ,  three weeks after the large runoff event, the 
effects of the storm are still evident in the area. All of the 
ponds and wells had peaked and had begun to recede but were still 
above the water levels present before the storm. Groundwater had 
begun to fl0t1 in the same pattern as before the storm north of the 
gravel pit area, suggesting that no additional _ recharge had been 
received, but still flCMed generally to the south and soutlwest in 
the immediate vicinity of the gravel pits. 
Fran the information on these four figures it is ev ident 
that the effects of the September 17 , 1 986 storm have been long 
lasting on the area. '!hey have shown the inmense storage cap:1city 
Of the ponds and the role that the infiltration basin and roadside 
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ditches play in pr01 iding large amounts of high qual ity rtmoff to 
the area. 
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All studies in the area have been done dur ing relatively wet 
years.  What will be · the effect on the area during a dry season? 
Figure 10 shG�s the effect that a 4 month �riod without recharge 
had on the area. Very little snCM or rain was received during the 
months of NO\Tariter through February in 1 986-87 and it was a very 
mild winter. 'ihe wells north of the gravel· pit area (3 , 5 and 6) and 
pond 2-1 have nearly the same water table elevation (see Ap�ndix A 
for all recorded water table elevations) thus shG�ing the lack of 
recharge fran the drainage basin. Note that the di rection of 
groundiater flG� had resuned to the southeast through the gravel 
- pit systen. If recharge is not received for seine time, the flG� of 
grouncwater will m01e tG�ard a state of equil ibriun. Figure 10 nay 
very well shCM this equil ibrium state. 
Water Qual ity 
For the p:tst three years carunon ion analyses have been pe r­
formed on samples taken fran the Everist gravel pit to determine if 
the water is of drinking water qual ity . 'Ihe results fran these 
analyses have shewn that the Everist gravel pit generally contains 
water of superior qual ity to that of the present Brookings water 
supply wells. On Jtme 18 , 1986 anoth�r sample was taken fran the 
Everist gravel pit to be analyzed for camnon ions. Table 1 canp:ires 
the results of this analysis to the previous canmon ion analyses 
AF TER FOUR MONTHS 
WITHOUT RUNOFF 
1-291 ( Februa r y  20, 1987 ) 
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Table 1 .  cannon Ion Analys is of Water Fran the Ever is t Gravel P i t* 
Par�ter** 11-5-841 
Calc ium (Ca) 49 .9 
Magnes ium (Mg) 31 .5  
Sod ium ( Na) 17 . 7  
Potassium (K) 3 .2 
Iron (Fe) *** 1 . 44@ 
Manganese (Mn) * ** 0 .19@ 
B icarbonace (fD)3) 170 Sul fate (SO ) *** 99 
Chlor ide (Cf) *** 28. 5  
Fluor ide (F) 0 . 25 
Nitrate (NO�) (as N) 0 . 4  
pH (un i ts) * * 8 . 2 4  
1otal Dissolved Sol ids (TDS) * * *  338 
Spec if ic  · eooouctance @ 25 c (lJ mhos/cm) 545 
Hardness (CaOOcJb 
Alkal ini ty (C ) 









0 . 27 
0 .06 
160 
99 .2  
31 .4  
NA 
0 .2 






9-6 -85 6 -18-86 Mean 
42 . 3  49 .0  48. 2  
29 .6 30.0  30 .2  
19 . 4  17 .3  17 .5  
3 .1 2 .9 3 .1 
0 .03 0 . 2 5  0 . 5 . 
0 .02 0 .05  0 .08 
141 167 160 
107 103 102 
33 . 7  32 .1  31 . 4  
0 . 28 0 . 30 0 .28 
0 . 01 0 .80 0 .35  
8 . 45 8 . 17 8 . 2 4  
391 395 381 
515 540 533 
227 246 244 
128 137 137 
+0 .36 NA +0 .32  
*Chem 1cal analysis performed a t  the South Dakota Heal th Depar tment Labor atory , 
Pierre, South Dakota. 
* *All uni ts e�r essed as rng/1 except where � ica ted .  
***Par �cer included· in the secondary dr ink ing water staooards 
@Not f ilterErl or preserved 
#'l'he mean of two sanpl ing locations 
NA = Not ava ilable 
w � 
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results. '!he canrnon ion analysis was performed by the South Dakota 
Health Department Laboratory, Pierre, South Dakota. 
Canparing the results of the June 1986 sample to the 
prev ious sample results, large water quality changes have not occur­
red over the past three years . '!be only sutstantial qual ity change 
that has occurred between the samples is in the nitrate concentra­
tion. '!he increase fran 0 . 01 mg/1 N03-N in September 1985 to 
0 . 80 mg/1 003-N in June 1986 may be a sutstantial increase but the 
results are still far belcw the maximum contaminant level of 10 mg/1 
003-N in the primary drinking water standards .  Note the similarity 
in results of the June 1985 and the June 1986 samples . '!his 
similarity may be the result of large quantities of runoff in­
filtrating into the Everist gravel pit due to wet springs in both 
I 
1985 and 1986 . An analysis of camnon ions should be pe rformed 
during a relatively dry spring or sunmer to study the effects on the 
water quality in the Everist gravel pit during a dry period. 
Of the reported values in Table 1 ,  the most impOrtant para­
meters may be those that are l isted in the secondary drinking water 
standards . Secondary standards are recanmended limits for es­
thetics. Sane of the parameters in the secondary standards and 
thei r recamneroed limits include ; chlorides - 250 mg/1 ; 
sulfates - 250 mg/1 ; total dissolved sol ids - 500 mg/1 ; 
i ron - 0 . 3  mg/1 ; manganese - 0 . 05 mg/1 ; and pH - 6.5 - 8 . 5  units. 
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Canp:tring the limits recanrnended in the secorrlary standards 
stated above to the reported values in Table 1 ,  the only limits that 
are exceeded are iron and manganese. Iron and manganese are in the 
secondary standards because they terxl to imp:trt a brc:Mnish coloring 
or stain on plunbing f ixtures and laundry • . The� high values should 
be of little conce rn as the Brookings east water treatment plant is 
designed for i ron and manganese renooal . No other p:trameters exceed 
their limits in the secondary standards but the values for total 
dissolved solids do cane close . However, it should be pointed out 
that very f&� water supplies in South Dakota, including the present 
Brookings water supply, meet this suggested limit. 
Water samples were also collected on June 18 , 1986 fran the 
Everist gravel pit to be analyzed for the primary drinking water · 
standards . �e primary drinking water standards analysis was per­
formed by the South Dakota Health Department Laboratory,  Pierre, 
South Dakota� �le 2 canp:tres the results of this analysis to the 
maximun contaminant levels set in the pr imary drinking water stan­
da rds aoo to the results of a sample collected fran the Brookings 
treated water supply on June 1 9 ,  1986 . Note that all concentrations 
of each parameter for both samples are wel l below the maximtrn con­
taminant levels set in the primary drinking water standards . 
Fluoride concentrations are obl iously higher in the treated water 
due to the a�dition of fluoride in the - treatment process for public 
health reasons. '!he barium concentration of 134 l.l g/1 in the Everist 
Table 2 .  Pr imary Dr ink ing Water Starxiards Analysis 
Results Fran the Ever ist Gravel Pit ar¥:i the 
Brodt ings Treated Water Supply 
RESULTS . 
Ever ist . Brook ings 
Gravel Treated 
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Pit Wate� Supply## 
Parameter 
Arsenic (As ) 




Mercury ( a:J) 
Nitrate ( W3) (as N) 
Seleniwn ( Se) 
Silver (Ag) 











2 . 4 ng/1 
- �i/1 
6·-18-87i 6-19-87# 
<1 . 0  
134 





<1 .0  
<1 .0  
0 .3 0  
0 . 1+0 .2 
<1 .0  
61  
<1 .0 
< 1 . 0  
<1 .0 
< 0 .2 
0 . 1 
< 1 . 0 
< 1 . 0  
1 .1 S  
NA 
#Analysis performed by the SOuth Dakota Health Department 
Laboratocy , Pierre, South Dakota. 
##Brook ings water supply data suppl ied by the Brook ings Util ities 
Department. 
K:L = Maxinum Contammant Level 
NA = Not Available 
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gravel pit is higher than the 61 llg/1 concentration measured in the 
treated water supply. 'Ibis large difference in concentrations 
should be of no concern as the level s are well belCM the maximllll 
contaminant level of · 1000 llg/1 plus the Everist gravel pit sample 
had not been treated. 
A sample to be analyzed for pesticides was also collected on 
June 18 , 1986 fran the Everist gravel pit .  The pesticide analysis 
was pe rformed at the Station Biochenistry Section, Cllenistry 
DeiBrtment, Animal Science Canplex, South Dakota State University ,  
Brookings , South rakota. The sample was tested for the residue of 
twenty-one pesticides. Test results revealed that only one pes­
ticide tested positive. Triflural in (trade name Treflan) was detec­
ted at a concentration of 0 . 14 �/1. '!he follG�ing is a list of the 















2 , 4-D 
Silvex- (2 , 4-S TP) 




The maj or source of pesticides in surface water is fran surface 
runoff ( 12) . The most likely source of - the pesticide Triflural in in 
the Everist gravel pit is fran the field north of the gravel pit 
(see Figure 3 ) . 
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A study on the movanent of Triflural in within a snail 
agricultural watershed was conducted near Tifton, Georgia between 
1974 and i975 . In this study it was found that - Trifluralin con­
centrations were highest in the runoff fran the f ir5t rainfall after 
appl ication. 'lbtal loss of Trifluralin in surface and sul:s urface 
runoff was less than 0 .20% of the total applied to the watershed in 
both years . '!he study also found that the use of grass areas si.tr­
rounding the chanica! use area can significantly reduce the movement 
of Triflural in (13) • 
No toxicity information was found for Triflural in but the 
safest level of all¥ �sticide in a Surface water source is bel CM the 
detection limit. Analysis results belCM the detection limit will 
assure that no adverse effects will occur to hunans or animals 
caused by �sticides. In order to develop the use of the gravel pit 
as a publ ic water supply, good agricultural management practices 
must be foll<Med 1:¥ farmers in the area and only chemicals which are 
proven safe must be used. 
Analyses for total and fecal col iforms were also run on 
samples from three different locations in the Everist gravel pit on 
three different dates dur ing the sumner of 1986 . The col iform 
analysis was �rformed by the South Dakota Heal th DeJ;Brtment 
Laboratory , Pierre, South D:lkota. Table 3 sh<:Ms the resul. ts of the 
Table 3 .  Total Colonies of Col iform Organisns pe r  
100 Millil iters Fran 'Ihree Differen5 Locations 
in the Everist Gravel Pit 
Location '!YFe* 8-26-86 9-15-86 
Northeast Corner Fecal Col iform 17 17 
Everist Gravel Pit Total Col iform 50 300 
Northwest Corner Fecal Col iform 8 23 
Everist Gravel Pit Total Col iform 80 220 
Southeast Corner Fecal Col iform 50 240 
Everist Gravel Pit Total Col iform 80 300 
*Resul ts reported as nunbe r of colonies per 100 ml 








@Analysi s performed at the South Iakota Heal th De};a rtroent Laboratory 
Pierre, South Dakota 
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analyses for total and fecal col iforms on samples fran the 
northeast, · northwest, and southeast corners of the Everist gravel 
pit on August 26th, Septanber 15th, and Septanber 17th, 1986 . Each 
set of samples were collected after a period of runoff had occurred.  
Coliform counts are reported as  the nunber ·of colonies per 100 ml .  
'!he f irst set of samples were collected after a rainfall of 
0 . 41 inches . '!he second set of samples were collected after a two 
day total canbined rainfall of 1 . 0 inch and the third set of samples 
were collected after a rainfall of 4 .11  inches. Note the relatively 
lew fecal and total coliform counts fran the first sample. It was 
assuned that the 0 . 41 inches of rainfall produ�d very little runoff 
in the area of the Everist gravel pit.  'Ihus very little effect on 
the col iform col.Ults was expected. This can only be assuned as 
col iform counts were not available f rom the Everist gravel pit 
during an extended dry spell .  The Everist gravel pit i s  constructed 
so as to allow as little surface runoff into it as {X>ssible. It has 
been observed that the southeast corner is not built up as well thus 
allcwing a small - amount of runoff to reach the Everist gravel pit . 
'Ibis observation is backed up by the col iform results from the 
second set of samples collected on Septanber 15th, 1986 , after a to­
tal canbined rainfall of 1 . 0 inches f ran the preJ ious two days 
( Septanber 13 and 14) . An increase in the fecal col iform count to 
2 40 colonies/100 ml from the preJ ious oount of 50 colonies/�00 rn1 at 
the southeast corner shows that more contaminated surface runoff 
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reached the gravel pit in this area. Total col iform counts also 
increased .at each location after the rainfall but thei r presence 
does not always indicate fecal contamination as coliforms may· also 
be present in grains, plants, or soils. Localized surface runoff 
was expected to occur near the banks of the gravel pit,  this may be 
the reason for the increased total col iform counts at both northern 
sampling points. 
'!be samples collected on Septanber 17 , 1986 were collected 
after a rainfall of 4 .11 inches that had occur red the previous eve­
ning. Large amounts of runoff were produced that inundated the 
Everist gravel pit area which produced standing water in many loca­
tions. '!he infiltration basin was f illed to capacity and overflowed 
to the field east of the Everist gravel pit. Fecal and total 
coliform counts increased in each area sampled. The northeast corn­
er experienced the largest increase in fecal ool iforms while the 
southeast CO:t"ner sample .contained the highest fecal and total 
coliform counts. '!he higher total and fecal col iforrn counts 
produced in the Everist gravel pit after the large rainfall and 
runoff event of Septanber 17 , 1986 can be attributed mainly to 
higher amounts of localiz ed  runoff. It should also be · mentioned 
that after the storm, so mudl water had accunulated j ust west of the 
E.Verist gravel pit area that gravel pit personnel were forced to 
punp sane of the excess water back into the gravel pit. '!his action 
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may have had an effect on the col iform counts measured in the gravel 
pit on September 17 , 1986 . 
'!he 4 .11 inch rainfall that occurred on Septanber 17 , 1986 
and subsequent high fecal and totai col iform counts could be con­
sidered a worst-case situation: '!he fecal coliform counts fran the 
northeast and southeast locations on Septanber 17 and fran the 
southeast location on Septanber 1 5  exceed the EPA criterion of 200 
fecal col iforms per 100 rnls. in b:tthing waters. 'lhese nunbers do 
represent or suggest a potential hazard to the water source but the 
treatment plant would rancwe these col iforms as the water is fil­
tered and chlorinated before it is discharged to the distribution 
systan. Also, ranoval of water f ran the gravel pit through an in­
filtration gallery would rancwe many of these coliforms fran the 
water supply. 
'!he coliform counts measured in the Everist gravel pit are 
high but Lee Harms (14) coooucted a thesis study in 1971-1972 that 
shCMed runoff fran agricultural land contained f ran 15 to 20 , 000 fe­
cal col iforms per 100 rnl. .  in sna-nne1t runoff and f ran 330 to 
161 ,000 fecal . coliforms per 100 ml .  in rainfall runoff • . 'lhese nun­
hers shCM that the inf iltration resin plays an important role in 
keeping the Everist gravel pit f illed with good quality water.  
Contamination Potential of the Everist Gravel Pit 
One of the big concerns regarding the use of the Everist 
gravel pit as a publ ic water supply source for the City of Brookings 
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is  the potential contamination of runoff that reaches the gravel pit 
by nonpoint sources within the drainage basin. Runoff fran the 
drainage basin, which may becane contaminated, enters the Everist 
gravel pit by way of groundwater flew fran the infiltration basin 
and roadside and railroad ditches. Storm water- runoff may contain 
nonpoint pollution because the sources of pollution which may carr 
taminate the runoff are widely distributed and difficult to 
identify ( 1) . Potential nonpoint sources of contamination that ex­
ist within the drainage basin that wil l  be evaluated are: 
A) industries, B) a closed sol id waste dunp, C) a winter cattle 
feedlot, D) existing sewers , and E) man• s  existing activities. 
Industries 
It is vecy hard to identify ·or pinpoint areas that are more 
susceptible to industrial accidents, spills, or leaks because they 
are extrenely randan and difficult, if not impossible, to predict . 
Because of this difficulty, all industries within the drainage t:asin 
will be evaluated. '!he present industries that are located within 
the drainage basin are :  The Coast to Coast Warehouse, Larson 
Manufacturing Co. , Medko Inc. , Prest Equipnent Co. , Rapid Ways Truck 
Leasing, and '!Win City Fan and Blcwer. 3-M will also be included in 
this l ist as the large employee p:trking lot north of the 3-M plant 
is located within the drainage basin. 
'!he City of Brookings has seen the need to tcy and reduce, 
if not pre\lent, the damages and costs associated with an accidental 
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spill or leak and its associated cleanup by an industry or business 
located within the city.  To accanplish this the city currently 
rEquires all industries, businesses, or individtsls that manufac­
ture, handle, store, or sell hazardous materials (as def ined in the 
ordinance ) to subnit a contingency plan to the City Health 
Department under the Hazardous Mat:erials Ordinance .· This ordinance , 
adopted by the city in August 1985 , is designed to protect and 
preserve the ci� • s sanita� sewers, storm sewers, sewage treatment 
plant, water distribution systan, and the Big Sioux lquifer . '!he 
contingency plan must contain the follOVIing : A) a list of scientific 
names and quantities of the hazardous materials normally located 
wi�in the pranises, B) a building and lot layout drcwn to scale . 
shCMing the location of the hazardous materials, C) the written corr 
tinency plan that describes the procedure to be utilized in the 
e�ent of an accidental discharge. 'Ihe written contingency plan must 
include ; 1) methods to be used for containnent of an accidental dis­
charge, 2 )  location and availability of equipnent or suppl ies to 
contain and cleanup the accidental discharge including an evacuation 
plan for individuals on the pranises, 3) name of the representative 
to be contacted in the arent of an emergency, and 4) proof of in­
surance coverage for damages and cleanup ( 15) • 
'!he City of Brookings and Brookings County have also es­
tabl ished an ordinance to preserve the qual ity of water in the Big 
Sioux Aquifer within the three-mile j oint j urisdictional area around 
the City of Brookings . '!his ordinance , called the Pquifer 
Protection Ordinance (16) , subdivides the aquifer area within the 
city and three-mile j oint j urisdictional area into two p:i rts, the 
critical l.ntp:ict zones and the secondary imp:ict zones (see 
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Figure 11) • The critical l.ntp:ict zones are large tracts of land lo­
cated around the present publ ic groundwater wells north and east of 
tCl\'n that supply water to the city .  '!his area includes land sur­
rounding and upgradient of the wel ls . '!be secondary l.ntp:ict zone is 
the ranainder of the Big Sioux !aquifer area within the city limits 
and the three-mile j oint. j urisdictional area. The Pquifer 
Protection Ordinance requi res a land owner within the critical or 
secomary l.ntp:ict zones to obtain a permit f ran the correct 
authorities before engaging in the 9evelopment of any part of his or 
her land. '!he ordinance sets guidel ines for authorities to follow 
in determining whether _ or not a peimit shall be granted for the im­
pending use.- 'Ibese criteria al l0t1 the city and county to limit the 
amount and type of certain development activities present within the 
city limits or the three-mile j oint j urisdictional area to avoid any 
possible contamination of the groundwater. 
Al. though the city am county have establ ished ordinances to 
protect the qual ity of water in the Big Sioux Aquifer, not all sour­
ces of contamination can be el iminated canpletely. Hunans, 
machines, and natural diasters can not be predicted accurately 
enough to accompl ish this. 
Figure 11 . Location of Critical and Secondary Irrpact Zones 
Within the City Limits and the Three Mile Joint 
Jurisdictional Area . 
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Each of the individual businesses and industries within the 
drainage l:asin engage in many different �s of activities and 
production methods rEquiring the use of different materials, sane of · 
than considered hazardous. '!he follCMing is a discssion of the 
businesses and industries within the drainage basin that handle 
various hazardous materials stating the � of work they �rform, 
and the ty� Of hazardous materials used or stored. 
The Coast to Coast warehouse is a large storing, shipping, 
and receiving station for the natiorwide chain of Coast to Coast 
hardware stores. Gooos are received fran all CNer the United States 
and ship�d to stores mainly in the upper midwest. The warehouse 
covers nearly thirteen acres and contains a large number of 
products, sane of then considered hazardous. Most of the hazardous 
materials are shipped and received in a large nunber of snail pack­
ages rather than in single large drl.lns or containers . All flanunable 
materials are stored in a separate canpartment sealed with brick and 
a heat-sensored door . '.Ibis canpartment is also equip�d with its 
own sprinkler systan. '!here are no other designated areas for the 
storage of hazardous materials within the building. 
A law enforced by OASHA and followed by Coast to Coast 
rEqui res that all trucks being loaded with hazardous materials have 
than placed near an exit for easy ranoval in the event of an acci­
dent. '!he amount, � ' and location of the hazardous materials 
within the trailer are then recorded and placed in tne cab of the 
truck. 
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Sane of the hazardous materials that are stored within the 
warehouse include many tyt:es of solvents, cleaners , thinners, fuels, 
t:esticides, acids, bases, and alcohols.  Because products are ship­
t:ed and received daily, the � and amotmt of each product will 
vacy fran day to day. 
'.Ihe Larson Manufacturing Co . , located soutl'Mest of the old 
landfill, manufactures doors and windows for use in buildings and 
banes. '!he canp:lny currently uses and stores };8ints, thinners, 
sheets of aluninun, and diesel fuel . All solvents are stored in a 
solvent storage area located within the building. 
Medko Inc. , located north of the Coast to Coast Warehouse, 
manufactures custan metal canponents for industry .  Hazardous 
materials currently used by Medko Inc. are a stoddard sol vent stored 
in 55 gallon druns, and oxygen, acetylene, and argon gases. No in­
formation was given as to the contents of the stoddard solvent but 
only snall quantities of the material a re stored on site. 
Rapid Ways Truck Leasing, located j ust north qf the Coast to 
Coast Warehouse, leases sani trucks and trailers to industries that 
requi re than in the area. 'lhe canp:my currently has two 10, 000 gal­
lon underground diesel fuel . tanks on its property. Underground fuel 
tanks pose a threat to the qual ity of surface rt.moff and groundwater 
in the area as any leaks within the tank are not noticed for a great 
length of time thus all ewing large quanti ties of fuel _ to leak out. 
Small spills above ground during pumping are also a possibili�. 
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'!Win City Fan and Blower, located one block north of the 
Coast to Coast Warehouse, manufactures large size fans and blCMers 
for use in buildings and on certain equipnent. Hazardous materials 
used by the caniany include an acid rinse water, taints, thinners, 
and neutral izers. 'lbe acid rinse water and a sludge are prcxlu�d 
when the metal is rinsed. 'lbe rinse water and sludge are then dis­
posed of in the sanitary sewer, landf ill ,  or hauled out of state. 
Quantities or st;:ecific sul:stances within the sludge or acid rinse 
water are not kn<XYn. 
The 3-M Comp:1ny, although located moptly outside the 
drainage basin, also poses a threat - to the water qual i� in the 
E»erist gravel pit. '!he 3-M cartp:3.ny manufactures and sterilizes 
surgical supplies for hospitals and cl inics .  Hazardous chanicals 
used by the COin!BilY include a latex acrylic adhesive (Riplex) , 
hexane, ethanol and isoprop:il alcohol , and possibly toluene. sane 
of these chanicals are stored in undergrotmd tanks but are located 
near the soutl'Mest corner of the building out of the drainage t:asin. 
All of the chanicals that the canp:iny uses are shipped by way of 
truck or rail with the truck and rail entrances p:tssing through the 
drainage l:asin. 
Prest Equipnent Co, located west of the Coast to Coast 
Warehouse, manufactures industrial strength steel racks . In the 
manufacturing process the metals are acid rinsed and then p:tinted. 
Cbanicals \lSed in the acid rinse are rnonosodiun phos:thate, 
diethylene gloycol butylene, sodi un bisulfate, sodium bifluoride, 
sodiun molybdate, and phos:Ploric acid. Periodic tests are run on 
the rinse water and the average pH is near 6 . 0 .  Trace amounts of 
cyanide have also been found in the rinse waters , but usually less 
than 1 .  0 ppn. 
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A recent law p:tssed by OASHA, called Title 3 ,  requi res all 
businesses and industries to subnit material data safety sheets to 
local governnents to inform than of the chanicals used and heM to 
handle these chanicals in the event of an accidental spill or fire. 
'Ihese data safety sheets are mudl more involved than the city cur­
rently requi res under the Hazardous. Materials Ordinance . 'Ihese 
material data safety sheets should be filed at the City Health 
Office by the eoo of 1987 and will better detail the ty�s and · 
amounts of hazardous materials used in the drainage basin. 
Many different types of hazardous materials are currently 
being used by industries located within the drainage l:asin. 
Al though these hazardous materials may pose a threat to the qual ity 
of water within the Everist gravel pit if an accidental spill was to 
occur , it should be emphasized that the runoff fran the drainage 
basin does not fla.� di rectly into the Everist gravel pit but into 
the inf iltration basin. '!be inf iltration basin terns to protect the 
Everist gravel pit by allCMing the contaminated runoff to becane 
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diluted with surrounding surface runoff and groundwater. '!be 
inf iltration basin also allows for extra time to evaluate the 
possible hazard if an accidental spill was to occur . If a hazard to 
the water quality in the Everist gravel pit was found, the water in 
the infiltration basin could be punped out and disposed of in 
another area or the contaminated water allcwed to flav through the 
gravel pits until the contamination p:tssed by. 
Old Landf ill 
Another potential source of groundNater and runoff con­
tamination within the drainage tasin is the closed solid waste dunp. 
Refer to Figure 3 for the location of the old landfill within the 
drainage resin. '!his land£ ill ,  which was prar iously used by the 
City of Brookings and closed in 196 0 ,  has since been renovated into 
a ta rk and sl iding hill. 
'!be _ threat of contammation of the ground and surface waters 
in the area around the landf ill canes f ran precipitation seeping 
into the ground and passing through the solid waste. 'Ibis leachate, 
as it is called, will dissolve mal'¥ constituents that are present in 
the solid waste and carey than to the grolm&ater. '!be amotmt of 
groundwater degradation that occurs will depeoo on many factors in­
cluding the amount and type of solid waste buried in the larxif ill ,  
th e  permeabil ity of the top and botton seal ing material , and the 
amount of precipitation received. 
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A small pond was constructed near the southeast corner of 
the old .landf ill. 'Ibis pond serves to intercept any groundwater 
leachate that may have cane f ran the landf ill and to treat that 
leachate by dilution and aerobic biological action. 'Ibis small pond 
serves the same purpose as the trenches at the present landf ill two 
miles south of tavn. 'Ib evaluate the potential contamination of the 
Everist gravel pit by leachate f ran the old landf ill,  a shall� well 
was dug bebleen the landfill and the snail pond to intercept any 
leachate that may be emanating f ran the old landfill.  A sample was 
collected on December 17 , 1986 and sent to the South Dakota Health 
Department Laboratory, Pierre, South Dakota to be analyzed for the 
primary drinking water standards and canmon ions. '!he winter was 
very mild in 1986-87 , thus allaving the collection of this sample. 
Table 4 canpares the leachate sample qual ity fran the old landf ill 
to the primary and secondary drinking water stal'Xlards and to a . 
sample coll�ed fran the Everist gravel pit. '!he results of the 
leachate analysis shCM that none of the pirameters in the pr irnary 
drinking water standards were exceeded. H<:Mever, the concentrations 
of Arsenic, Bariun, and Chorrniun are higher in the land£ ill leachate 
sample than in the Everist gravel pit sample. 
'!he resul. ts of the analysis suggest that the sample col lec­
ted is actually a degraded groundwater sample fran under the 
landf ill.  'lhree constituents that sh� this a re the chlorides 
concentration, the hardness, and the specific conductance. '!he 
Table 4 .  Primary Drinking water Standards and Canrnon 
Ion Analysis Results From a Sample of Leachate 
From the Old Landf ill* 
Prima� Drinking Standa.I;:ds Old Everist 
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Cadniun (Cd) · 
Chraniun (Cr)  
Lead (Pb) 
Mercury ( Hg) 






Common IQn Anal�sis 
Parameter 
Chloride (Cl ) # 
Iron (Fe) # 
Manganese (Mn) # 
Sulfate (SO ) # 
f.l�** 
50 11g/l 














0 . 3  mg/1 
0 . 0 5  mg/1 
2 50 rcg/1 
TOtal Dissdfved Sol ids (TOO) #  500 rcg/l 
pH# 6 . 5-8 . 5  
Alkalinity-M (Ca<D3 ) - mg/1 Al.aklinity-P (ca<n3> 
- mg/1 
Bicarbonate (H<D3) - mg/1 carbonate (co ) - mg/1 
Specific Condnctivity @25C - 11 mhos/an 
calciun (ca) - mg/1 
Magriesiun (Mg) - mg/1 
Hardness (caCDi) - mg/1 
Langel ier Inde 
SOdium (Na) - mg/1 
Potassiun (K ) - mg/1 
Results Results 
10 .8  <1 . 0  
162 134 
<1 . 0  <1. 0 
30 .8  2 . 0  
<1 . 0  <1 . 0  
<0 .2  <0 . 2  
0 . 1 0 . 8  
<1 . 0  <1 .0  
<1 . 0  <1 . 0  
1 . 49 0 . 30  
NA 
3 . 1+0 . 6  0 . 1±() . 2 
Results 
212 31.4  
0 . 86 0 . 5 
0 . 43 0 . 08  
1688 102 
3535 381 






355 48 .2  
287 30 . 2  
2068 245 
0 . 50 +0 . 32 
277 17 . 5  
1 . 3 3 . 1  
*Chanica! Analyses performed at the South Dakota Health Dep3 rbnent 
Laboratory, Pierre, South D3.kota 
**M<L = Maximllll Contaminant Level 
NA = Not Available 
#Parameters included in the Secomary Drinking water Standards 
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normal concentrations of these constituents in the groundwater 
around Brookings is 10 rng/1 , 400 rng/1 as C'.aCD3 , and 750 lJ mhos/ an 
res�ctively. '!he results f ran the leachate sample shGl consider­
able increases in all three IBrameters,  212 mg/1 chloride, 2068 mg/1 
hardness as C'.a<D3 , and 3767 ll mhos/an s�cific conductance. '!here 
can be little question as to if this sample was affected by the 
landfill. High concentrations of total dissolved solids,  sulfates, 
iron, and manganese are also present in the sample which are indica­
tive of a degraded groundwater sample f ran an old landfill. 
If this leachate did reach the Everist gravel pit in the 
concentrations measured in the well,  it may have a detrimental ef­
fect on the qual ity of water in the gravel pit. HGlever, a portion 
of this leachate is collected in the snail pooo southeast o£ the 
landfill and treated biologically and by dilution. Dilution and 
biological action will def initely decrease the concentrations of the 
constituents in the sample, imprcwing the qual ity . Also in order 
for the water in the pond to reach the Everist gravel pit, a sig­
nificant amount of runoff has to be produced upgradient of the 
landfill,  as a runoff collection ditch p:tsses di rectly through this 
pond. '!he runoff will dilute the leachate further improving the 
qual ity of water that will reach the gravel pit. 
Although the collected leachate sample is of degraded 
qual ity , the effect of the leachate on the qual ity of water in the 
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gravel pit should be minimal as it is treated both biol ogically and 
by dilution befor e it reaches the gravel pit. 
Winter Cattle Feedlot 
A cattle feedlot located within the drainage tasin al so 
f05eS a. th reat to the water qual ity in the Everist gravel pi t  ( see 
Figure 4 for · the location of the feedlot ) . 'Ibis feedlot , used main­
ly in the winter, is located j ust nor thwest of well 6 and ust..al ly 
houses less than 100 cattle. Prev ious studies have sh<:Mn that the 
maj or contaminants f ran feedlots are nitrates reaching the 
groundwater and col iforms and BOD in the surface runoff ( 7) • '!he 
f(:>tential contamination of the gravel pit by col iforms f ran the cat-
. . 
tie feedlot was assuned to be negl igible as the runoff does not 
di rectly fl<ltl into the gravel pit but seeps into it f ran the in­
filtration basin el imina ting most of the col iforms by f iltrati on. 
Nitrate contamination of the groundwater was a concern as a pr er  ious 
study in late 1984 by Rich Whitston sha-�ed the presence of ni trates 
in wel ls 3 and 6 , north of the gravel pi t area ( 17 ) . Table 5 sha-�s 
the results fran this study . 'lbese two shall<:M wel ls 
were located 
near the cattle feedlot to measure the influence that it h
ad on the 
groundwater in the area. 
Since the prev ious test data sha-�ed el evated
 nitrate con-
centrations only in wel ls 3 and 6 , it was decided to test 
these two 
wel ls and the Everist gravel pit to detennine if the win
ter cattle 
feedlot had any ef fect on the qual ity of wate r in the 
gravel pi t .  
-
Sample 
Table 5 .  Nitrate Concentration of. samples Collected 
Fran the Gravel Pit Area Fast of the Brookings 
Water Treatment Plant 
· November and December, 1984 ( 17)  
Nitrate Nitrogen - nELl 
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Location/Date . ll/6/84 12/13/84* 
A/1 
Everist Pond 
1 " 0 . 4  0 . 3  
2 0 . 4  0 . 4 
Freyberg Poms 
Northeast 0 .2 <0 . 1  
Southeast 0 . 1 <0 . 1  
Wells 
1 < 0 . 1  <0 . 1  
2 0 . 3  0 . 1  
3 0 . 9  2 . 4 
4 0 . 4  0 . 2  
5 0 .1 <0 . 1  
6 6 . 2 13 . 6  
*Dupl icate samples were collected f ran the ponds and wells in 
December, 1984 
B/1 
0 . 4  
0 . 4 
< 0 . 1  
< 0 . 1  
0 . 3  
< 0 . 1  
2 . 5  
0 . 2  
< 0  •. 1 
13 . 9  
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Table 6 .  Nitrate Analysis Results of Water Fran the 















14 . 4  
10 . 0  
7 . 7 
4 . 0 
3 . 8  
3 . 1  
3 . 6  
4 .6 
2 . 7  
7 . 6 
15 . 2  
6 . 9  
Well . 3 
< 0 . 1  
<0  .• 1 
< 0 . 1  
<0 . 1  
<0 . 1  
< 0 . 1  
< 0 . 1  
< 0 . 1  
NA 
< 0 . 1  
<0 .1  
< 0 . 1  
Eyerist Grave! Pit* 
NE Corner SE Corner 
0 . 1  
0 . 1  
<0 .1 
<0 . 1  
<0.1  
<0 .1  
<0 .1  
<0 .1  
<0 . 1  
<0 .1  
<0 .1  
<0 .1  
<0 .1  
<0 .1  
0 . 1  









*NE and SE corner samples fran the Everist gravel pit were used as 
controls. 
**All results expressed in mg/1 as N03-N. 
NA = not available 
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Sample bottles s�cifically preserved for nitrates were obtained 
fran the South Dakota Health Dep:trbnent Laboratory, Pie.rre, SOuth 
D:lkota. Samples were taken f ran wells 3 and 6 and the northeast and 
southeast corners of the Everist gravel pit on a weekly basis for a 
twelve week period during the sumner of 1986 . Table 6 shavs the 
canplete results of the nit:r;ate analysis fran wells 3 and 6 and the 
Everist gravel pit. In this twelve week period, . the nitrate con­
centration in well 6 fluctuated widely while the other locations 
shGTed no sign of nitrates. Note that al though nitrates were folmd 
in well 6 at significant levels, high concentrations were never 
detected in the Everist gravel pit. ihe sample fran the southeast 
corner in the gravel pit was dro�d after four weeks due to the 
little variation in nitrate concentrations in the gravel pit. In 
well 6 ,  three of the twelve samples col lected equalled or exceeded 
the primary drinking water standard of 1 0  mg/1 N03-N. 
After 005erving the fluctuations in the nitrate concentra­
tion in well 6 it was decided to determine if these fluctuations 
were the result of precipitation received during the sunrner. 
Figure 12 .shavs the relationship of rainfall received in Brookings 
on a daily basis one month before, during, and one month after the 
analysis :teriod and the concentration of nitrates in well 6 .  'nle 
graph sh<Ys that there is approximately a two to three week lag 
perioo f ran the time the precipitation was received to an increase 
in the concentration of nitrates in well 6 .  'nlis lag perioo is most 
Relationship of Daly Ralnfal for Summer 1 986 1n Brookings SD and Weekly Nitrates Data from Wei & 
Figure 12 . Relationship of Daily Rainfall for Smmer 1986 in Brookings, South Dakota and 
Weekly Nitrates Data From Well 6 .  














noticeable f ran the time of the large rainfall on . Septanber 17 , 1986 
to the highest nitrates concentration measured in well 6 on 
OctdJer 1 - a spin of 2 weeks . Another noticeable period is the dry 
s�ll in early August and the sub3equent drop in nitrates in well 6 
on August 27 , about a 2 .5 - .  3 week sp:tn. 
'!be rapid increase · and decrease in the nitrates concentra­
tion in well 6 fran Septanber 17 to October 8 leads us to bel ieve 
that the amount of precipitation received and the sutsequent rise in 
the water table has an effect on the amount of nitrates in the 
grotmd-later.  Even though elevated concentrations of nitrates were 
recorded in well 6 ,  they never reached the Everist gravel pit, even 
after the large rainfall of Septanber 17 . 'Iherefore it is assuned 
that the winter cattl e  feedlot will have little effect on the 
qual ity of water in the Everist gravel pit.  
Existing Sewers 
Existing or planned sewers that are located within the 
drainage basin are another potential source of contamination to the 
ground-later or surface runoff in am around the drainage tasin. 
Setlers are designed to be watertight but under actual corxli. tions 
· leakage is a canmon occurrence . Leakage f ran gravity sewers may 
result fran poor workmanship, defective pi� sections, penetration 
by tree roots, fractures f ran heavy loads, soil sl ipp:lge, loss of 
foundation, and differential settlanent (18)  • 
6 7  
At the present time force mains exist approximately 1/2 mile 
north of the Everist gravel pit and along the railroad tracks f ran 
j ust west of interstate 29 to 22nd AventE . Gravity sewers exist 
along nearly every city street within the �ainage basin. 
Leaks within a sewer may release concentrations of BOD, <DD, 
chlorides, unstable organics ,  and bacteria into the groundwater, but 
it. was found that sus�;ended solids tend to clog the cracks and the 
surrounding soil becanes clogged due to anaerobic conditions ( 18 ) . 
'Ibis will decrease the amount of leakage f ran the sewer and thus the 
possible contamination of the groundwater. Force mains may pose a 
greater threat to the qual ity of groundwater in the area as the was­
tewater is forced through the sewer and thus through �e c�acks that 
are present. '!he threat to the qual ity of water in the Everist 
gravel pit should be minimal fran the existing sewers havever as 
they are located a great distance f ran the gravel pit.  If leaks 
were to develop, the leaking wastewater would mix with the surround­
ing groundwater and be diluted. 
A grav ity sewer is planned to be laid al ong the gravel road 
running north and south j ust east of the Everist gravel pit fran the 
existing force main 1/2 mile north of the Everist gravel pit south 
to 20th st. s. If this sewer is located this close to the Everist 
gravel pit it may have a detrimental effect on the water qual ity in 
the gravel pit area. Construction plans for future sewers to be 
located within the drainage basin should first be evaluated to 
determine if they will have an adverse effect on the water qual ity 
in the Everist gravel pit ·  before being implanented. 
Man • s  Existing Activities 
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Man • s daily activities within the drainage l::asin are another 
potential source of contamination to the groundwater or surface - ' 
rtmoff in and around the drainage basin. Surface runoff may be ex­
posed to a wide variety of contaminants incl. uding soil , animal dro� 
pings, ti re and vehicular exhaust residues, air pollution fallout, 
heavy metal s, deicing canpotmds , �sticides, decayed vegetation, and 
hazardous material spills. All of these sources may contribute 
large amounts of microbiological life, sediments, organic and .inor-
ganic solutes, and radioactivity . to the surface runoff. Sediment, 
�sticides, and microbiological life are l inked to agricultural 
runoff. Lead, zinc, and copper are l inked to car and truck ti re and 
exhaust residues. Sediment is 1 inked to construction sites, and 
highly toxic materials may be added by rail or truck accidents and 
spills (1) . 
Because an interstate ( I-2 9) , a rail line, and an in-
dustrial.ized area are located within the drainage l::asin, heavy car, 
truck, and rail traffic wil l  be present. '!he dangers fran an ac­
cidental spill have increased greatly as more hazaroous materials 
are being used 1:¥. industries and transported 1:¥ rail or truck (1) . 
It should be noted that the rail l ine p:tsses di rectly between the 
inf iltration basin and the Everist gravel pit. '!his may pose a 
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serious threat to the water qual ity in the Everist gravel pit if a 
train derailment was to occur in this area. Extra and . immediate 
safety precauti.ons should be follcwed in this area if a catastroitlic 
accident does occur. 
In order to decrease the amount of sediments and con­
taminants . carried py runoff in the street, a vigorous street clean­
ing sdledule could be util ized. Large amounts of sediments and 
deicing canpotmds , which were deposited during the winter, may be 
carried in the spring sn0t1111elt runof f  to the inf iltration basin. 
Construction sites must also contribute to the - cause of reducing the 
amount of sediments and contaminants in the street runoff I:¥ using 
hay or straw bales to redu� the amount of erosion that occurs on 
the oonstruction site and replace the area with vegetation as soon 
as possible. 
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StJ.1MARY AND COK:LUSIONS 
The purpose of th is study was to determine the suitabil ity 
for water fran a gravel pit porxi in east Brook ings as a publ ic water 
supply source . '.Ihe objectives covera:i _ wer� to def ine the surface 
watershed that drains to the inf iltration basin , north of the gravel 
pit; assess the contam:ination potential of several sources with in 
the watershed that may a:iversely af fect the water qual ity in the 
gravel pits;  determine the qual ity of water in the Ever ist gravel 
pit with res�t to the publ ic dr ink ing water standards ; and obtain 
more information regard ing the response of the recharge area to 
rainfall and runoff.  Procedures included the evaluation of contour 
maps and flow patterns fran runoff events , collection of water 
sarrples for analys is , neasuranent of water table elevations , and 
evaluation of ord inances and land use maps .  All observations , 
analys is �esults , and evaluations were used to explain the 
objectives . 
Results fran the stuay suppor t  the following conclusions : 
1 .  '.Ihe inu'lEd iate depicted dr ainage bas in covers industr ial , 
COIIliiErcial , residential , and agr icultural land . 
2 .  Large areas of paved arxl roofed areas exist in the 
drainage basin,  thus increas ing the amount of surface 
runof f produced . 
3 .  Apprec iable quantities of surface runoff do not enter 
the Ever ist gravel pit directly but enter it by way of 
groundwater flow fran the inf iltration basin and 
railroa:i am roa=is ide d itches north of the Ever ist 
gravel pit. 
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4 .  •!be threat of contamination of the Ever ist gravel pit by 
sources within the dr ainage basin is minimal due to the 
large factor �f d ilution by runoff present fran with in  
the bas in  and by groundwater with in the aquifer . 
5 .  The chanica! qual ity of water in the Ever ist gravel pit 
is nearly equal to that of the Brook ings treated water 
supply with respect to the pr imary dr ink ing water 
starxiards . 
6 .  The chanica! qual ity of water in the Ever ist gravel p i t  
is superior , in sane respects , to the water £rom the 
Brook ings , South Dakota supply wells . 
7 .  The inf iltration bas in ,  arx:1 roa:is ide and railroad 
d itches play an inpor tant role in the natural recharge 
of the Ever ist gravel pit and the B ig Sioux .Aquifer w ith 
high qual ity water . 
8 .  Rainfall and runoff do al ter the movement of groundwater · 
through the gravel pits. 
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'!his research has prov ided sane bas ic informa1:ion necessary 
for evaluating the suitabil ity of water fran a gravel pit pon:l in 
east Brook ings as a publ. ic water supply source . AloR3 with th
·
e in­
formation available from past research studies on this subject the 
following reconmemations w ill be made . 
1 .  For the city to proceed with plans to develop a sup­
plemental water supply fran the Ever ist gravel pit to 
harvest the transient h igh qual ity water . 
2 .  For the City of Brookings to initiate a watershed 
management plan to insure the protection of the gocd 
qual ity . runoff fran the drainage basin am surface water 
in the Ever ist gravel pit . 
3 .  To continue monitor ing the qual ity of water w1.th in  the 
Ever ist gravel pit to insure that the supply is not be­
coming contammated . The monitor ing progr am may 
include : 
(A) Obtaining further informa-cion fran the Brook ings 
City Health Department on the types arxl quantities 
of hazardous mater ials used by industr 1.es or 
b.lsinesses w ith in  the drainage bas in .  
(B) Perform water qual ity analyses on the water in the 
Ever ist gravel pit dur ing times of drought or low 
rainfall arx:l runoff to determine what ef fect a 
drought will have on the water qual ity in the 
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Water Table Elevations of Ponds and Wells 




Table Al .  water Table Elevations of Wells ard Porrls Southeast 
of Brookings , South Dakota 





1613 . 16 
1615 . 80 
161 6 . 34 
5 1615 . 22 
6 1619 . 68 




No .  Elevation 
1610 . 1 2  1609 . 99 1609 . 58 1 609 . 16 1609 . 1 2 1609 . 53 1609 . 26 1 608 . 91 1608 . 76 1 608 . 61 
1610 . 1 3  1609 . 97 1609 . 59 1609 . 17 1609 . 1 3  1 609 . 63 1 609 . 26 1 608 . 92 1608 . 78 1 608 . 68 
1612 . 63 161 2 . 4 2 1612 . 05 1 611 . 51 1611 . 4 0  1611 . 71 1 611 . 4 6  1 611 . 17 1 61 0 . 99 1 610 . 88 
- - - - - - - - -
1 611 . 59 1611 . 51 1611 . 05 1610 . 66 1 610 . 51 1610 . 97 1 61 0 . 72 1610 . 34 1 61 0 . 26 1 610 . 09 
1 61 3 . 93 1613 . 4 3  161 3 . 01 1612 . 51 1 61 2 . 35 1613 . 76 1 61 2 . 97 1612 . 51 1 61 2 . 51 1 61 2 . 31 
1 605 . 61 1 605 . 15 1604 . 9 5 1 604 . 78 
1 1614 . 01 1611 . 09 1 611 . 18 1611 . 13 1610 . 84 1 610 . 80 1 61 0 . 88 1 610 . 80 1 61 0 . 63 1 610 . 4 9  1 61 0 . 38 
2 1613 . 4 5 1610 . 62 1610 . 62 1610 . 57 1 610 . 4 5 1610 . 32 1 610 . 37 1610 . 30 161 0 . 12 1609 . 99 1 609 . 8 7 
2-1 161 3 . 84 1612 . 4 2  1612 . 17 1610 . 67 1610 . 67 1610 . 55 1 610 . 9 2 1610 . 69 1 610 . 36 1610 . 15 1 610 . 03 
3 1613 . 77 1610 . 77 - 1 610 . 81 1610 . 81 1610 . 39 1610 . 31 1 610 . 44 1610 . 29 1 61 0 . 06 1609 . 8 5 1 609 . 73 
4 1 612 . 64 1610 . 10 1610 . 06 1609 . 98 1 609 . 64 1609 . 60 1 609 . 64 1609 . 60 1 609 . 18 1609 . 02 1 608 . 89 
4-1 1612 . 18 1609 . 68 1 609 . 68 1609 . 62 1 609 . 22 1609 . 18 1 609 . 14 1609 . 0 3 1 608 . 80 1608 . 66 1 608 . 53 
5 1611 . 4 3  1609 . 89 1609 . 89 1609 . 80 1609 . 49 1609 . 39 1609 . 4 3 1609 . 33 1 609 . 12 1608 . 9 5 1 608 . 8 5 
6 1610 . 19 1608 . 65 1 608 . 65 1608 . 4 8 1 607 . 77 1607 . 69 1609 . 98 1607 . 69 160 7 . 44 1607 . 21 1 607 . 06 
� � 
Well 
Table A2 .  water Table Elevations of Wells am Porrls Southeast 
of Brookings , South Dakota 





1608 . 89 1608 . 92 1609 . 04 1608 . 86 1608 . 59 1608 .44 1608 . 15 1608 . 12 1608 . 09 1608 . 26 1609 . 04 
1609 . 02 1608 . 97 1609 . 12 1608 . 92 1608 . 67 1608 . 51 1608 . 26 1608 . 24 1608 . 20 1608 . 4 3  1 609 . 22 
1611 . 54 1611 . 40 1611 . 29 1611 . 19 1610 . 98 1610 � 73 1610 . 54 1610 .49  1610 . 44 1610 . 53 1610 . 99 
5 1610 . 68 1610 . 82 1610 . 77 1610 . 70 1610 . 32 1610 . 13 1609 . 94 1609 . 77 1609 . 70 1610 . 04 1610 . 15 
6 1613. 22 1613 . 03 1613. 47 1613 . 24 1612 . 60 1612 . 01 1611 . 66 1611 . 52 1611 . 46 1612 . 26 161 2 . 68 
BK6-79 1605 . 24 1605 . 24 1605 . 39 1605 . 38 1605 . 13 1605 . 05 1604 . 74 1604 . 70 1604 . 65 1604 . 88 
Pond 
No .  
1 1610 . 59 1610 . 59 1610 . 63 1610 . 59 1610 . 53 1610 . 41 1610 . 26 1610 . 20 1610 . 18 1610 . 22 
2 1609 . 91 1609 . 91 1609 . 95 1609 . 87 1609 . 78 1609 . 66 1609 . 53 1609 . 4 7  1609 . 43 1609 . 4 7  1609 . 59 
2-1 1611 . 38 1611 . 01 1610 . 76 1610 . 55 1610 . 21 1609 . 92 1609 . 74 1609 . 67 1609 . 63 1609 . 76 1610 . 38 
3 1609 . 81 1609 . 89 1609 . 92 1609 . 87 1609 . 77 1609 . 54 1609 . 35 1609 . 29 1609 . 27 1609 . 25 1609 . 37 
4 1608 . 85 1608 . 85 1608 . 89 1608 . 85 1608 . 81 1608 . 68 1608 . 56 1608 . 48 1608 . 35 1608 . 39 1608 . 51 
4-1 1608 .47 1608 . 45 1608 . 47 1608 . 43 1608 . 39 1608 . 26 1608 .12  1608 . 05 1608 . 01 1607 . 99 1608 . 08 
5 1608 . 85 1608 . 85 1608 . 85 1608 . 80 1608 . 72 1608 . 53 1608 . 39 1608 . 30 1608 . 26 1608 . 26 1608 . 4 3  
6 1607 . 52 1607 . 52 1607 . 54 1607 . 52 1607 . 4 2  1607 . 23 1607 . 00 1606 . 94 1606 . 94 1606 . 90 1607 . 11 
"'-l 00 
Well 
Table A3 . water Table Elevations of Wells arrl Porrls Southeast 
of Brookings , South Dakota 





1610 . 26 1610 . 29 1610 . 43 1610 .46  1610 . 38 1610 . 46 1610 . 46 1610 .45  1610 . 41 1610 .44 161 0 . 46 
. 1610 . 47 1610 .45  1610 . 60 1610 . 58 1610 . 60 1610 . 59 1610 . 59 1610 . 59 1610 . 50 1610 . 53 1 610 . 50 
1614 .44 1614 .81 1614 . 76 1614 . 66 1614 . 54 1614 . 14 1613 . 94 1613 . 54 1613 . 36 1613 . 20 
5 1613 . 94 1613 . 94 1614 . 22 1614 . 32 1614 . 22 1614 . 17 1614 . 48 1613 . 79 1612 . 90 1612 . 72 161 2 . 54 
6 1615 . 25 1614 . 86 1615. 73 1615 . 38 1615 . 30 1615.13  1615 . 00 1614 . 86 1614 : 34 1614 . 23 1613 . 81 
BK6-79 1608 . 23 1608 . 32 1608 . 61 1608 . 66 1608 . 50 1608 . 37 1608 . 09 1607 . 92 1607 . 50 1607 . 37 1607 . 11 
Pond 
tb .  
1 - 1614 . 57 1614 . 45 1614 . 34 1614 . 24 1614 . 09 1614 . 01 1613 . 93 1613 . 59 1613 . 36 161 3 . 18 
2 1610 . 05 1610 . 14 1610 . 35 1610 . 4 7 1610 . 60 1610 . 65 1610 . 70 1610 . 75 1610 . 80 1610 . 85 1610 . 91 
2-1 1614 . 69 1613 . 92 1614 . 84 1614 . 63 1614 . 09 1613 . 72 1613 . 32 1613 . 07 1612 . 63 1612 . 36 1612 . 19 
3 1610 . 64 1611 . 14 1611 . 81 1612 . 31 1612. 60 1612. 72 1612 . 75 161 2 . 73 1612 . 59 161'2 . 41 1612 . 27 
4 1609 .18 1609 . 60 1610 . 25 1610 . 73 1611 . 21 1611 . 39 1611 . 56 1611 . 66 1611 . 77 1611 . 79 1611 . 76 
4-1 1608 . 55 1608 . 74 1609 . 18 1609 . 45 1609 . 74 1609 . 89 1610 . 08 1 610 . 20 1610 . 4 3  1610 . 58 1610 . 65 
5 1612 . 93 1612. 97 1612 . 95 1612 . 95 1612 . 64 1612 .41 1612 . 03 1611 .89 1611 . 39 1611 . 03 1610 . 96 . 
6 1608 . 69 1609 . 09 1609 . 19 1609 . 17 1609 . 02 1608 . 86 1608 . 75 1608 . 75 1608 . 74 1608 . 74 1608 . 73 
-....] \.0 
Table A4 . 
Well 
lb .  10-2-86 10-4-86 
1 1610 . 4 7  1 610 . 49 
2 1610 . 52 1610 . 51 
3 1613 . 10 1613 . 02 
4 
5 1612 . 50 1612 . 4 2  
6 161 3 . 63 1613 . 56 
BK6-79 1606 . 97 1606 . 95 
Pond 
NJ .  
1 1613 . 05 1612 . 95 
2 1610 . 91 1610 . 89 
2-1 1612 . 09 1612 . 00 
3 ·  1612 . 16 1612 . 04 
4 1611 . 72 1611 . 62 
4-1 1610 . 68 1610 . 7 2 
-s 1610 . 87 1610 . 8 5 
6 1608 . 73 1608 . 73 
water Table Elevations of Wells arrl Porrls Southeast 
of Brookings , South Dcilrota 
10-6-86 10�8-8 6 10�1 3�86 10�16�86 . .  10�20-86 
1610 . 4 6  1610 . 41 1610 . 38 1 61 0 . 21 1610 . 1 7  
1610 . 47 1610 . 4 2  1610 . 36 1610 . 26 1 610 . 19 
161 2 . 93 1 612 . 8 5 161 2 . 74 1 61 2 . 64 161 2 . 54 
1612 . 39 161 2 . 37 161 2 . 34 1 61 2 . 13 161 2 . 11 
1613 . 35 1613 . 18 1 61 2 . 99 161 2 . 78 1 61 2 . 60 
1606 . 86 1606 . 75 1 606 . 70 1606 . 66 1 606 . 57 
1612 . 84 161 2 . 73 1612 . 61 1 61 2 . 53 1 612 . 4 6  
1610 . 88 1 610 . 87 1 61 0 . 85 1610 . 80 1 610 . 77 
1611 . 92 1611 . 8 5 1611 . 74 1 611 . 66 1611 . 59 
1611 . 96 1611 . 87 1 611 . 70 1611 . 60 1 611 . 51 
1611 . 56 1 611 . 48 1611 . 28 1 611 . 17 1611 . 09 
1610 . 71 . 1610 . 70 1610 . 62 1610 . 55 1 61 0 . 4 7 
1610 . 78 1 610 . 74 1610 . 68 1 610 . 61 1610 . 52 
1608 . 72 1608 . 71 1608 . 70 1608 . 67 1 608 . 65 
. 2�20�87 
1607 . 4 9  
1 610 . 16 
1 61 0 . 16 
1 610 . 16 
1609 . 11 
1609 . 04 
1 608 . 38 




Daily Prec ipitation Totals Recorded for 
Brookings , South Dakota 
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Table B1 . Daily Precipitation Totals Recorded for 
Broc:Xings , South Dakota** 
June 1986 July 1986 August 1986 
Date Daily Precip.  * Date Daily Precip . * Date Daily Pr.ecip . * · 
1 1 1 
2 2 o . o8 2 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 
5 0 . 02  5 5 
6 6 0 .1 0  6 
7 0 .92 7 7 
8 8 8 
9 9 9 
10 0 . 94 10  T 10 0 . 66 
11 0 . 05 11 0 . 3 9  11 
12  12 0 .02  12 0 .18  
13  ·r 13 0 .20  13 
14 0 .06 14 1 .0 5  1 4  0 .13 
15 15 0 . 0 2  1 5  
16  16  16 
17  17 17 1 .31 
18  18 0 .1 8  18 T 
1 9  19 19 T 
20 20 20 0 .3 2  
21 1 .15 21 21 0 . 3 0  
2 2  0 . 31 22 22 
23 23 23 
2 4  2 4  24  
25  25  0 .10  25  0 .13 
26 26 1 .03  26 0 . 41 
27 27 . 27 
28 0 .36  28 28 
29  29  29  
30  0 . 61 3 0  0 .56 30 
31 0 . 06 31 
*Daily precipitation data repOrted in inches 
**Daily prec ipitation data obtained fran the South Dakota State 
University Weather Research Center, Brook ings , South Dakota 
T = 'l'rcce ( <0 .01) 
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Table B2 . Daily PreCipitation Totals Recorded for 
Brook ings , South Dakota** 
September 1986 Ck:tdJer 1986 NOvember 1986 
Date Daily Precip.  * Date Daily Precip.  * Date Daily Prec ip .  * 
1 - 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 0 .75 3 0 .10 3 
4 0 .2 4  4 4 
5 5 5 
6 6 6 
7 7 7 T 
8 8 8 0 .19 
9 9 9 T 
10 0 .01 10 10 0 . 03 
11 0 .11 11 0 .11 11 
12 12 12 
13  13 13 
1 4  0 . 40 14 14  
15  0 . 62 15 15 
16 T 16  16 
17 4 .11 17 17 
18 18  18  0 . 15 
19 1 .15 19 19 
20 0 . 05 20 20 0 . 1 6  
21 0 . 05 21 T 21 
22 0 .0 4  22 22 
23 23 0 .04  23 
24 24 24 
25 0 . 02 . 25 0 .0 2  25 
26 - 26 26 
27 27 27 
2 8  2 8  28 
2 9  0 .12 29  . 29 
3 0  30  • T 30 
31 0 . 01 
*Daily prec ipitation data reported in inches 
**Daily prec ipitation data obtained fran the South Dakota State 
- Univers ity Weather Research Center , Brook ings , South Dakota 
T = Tr�e ( <0 .01) 
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Table B3 . Daily Prec ipitation Totals Recorded for 
Brook ings , South Dakota** 
December 1986 January 1987 February 1987 
Date Daily Precip.  * Date Daily Precip.  * Date Daily Prec ip .  * 
1 1 1 
2 T 2 · 2  
3 3 3 
4 4 4 
5 5 5 
6 6 T 6 
7 7 7 
8 8 8 
9 9 9 
10 10  10  
11 11 11 
12 12 12 
13 13 13 
14 14 14 
15 15 15 
16 16 16 0 . 01 
17 17 0 . 01 17 
18 18 18 
19 19 T 19 
20 20 20 
21 21 'l' 21 
22 22 22 
23 23 0 .01 23 T 
2 4  T 2 4  24  ._ 
25 25 25 T 
26 26 26 
27 27 27 
28  2 8  28  0 .18  
29  29  
3 0  3 0  T 
31 31 
*Daily precipitation data repor ted  in inches 
**Daily precipitation data obtained from the South Dakota State . 
Univers ity Weather Research Center , Brook ings , South Dakota 
T = '!race ( <0 .01) 
